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 by Alisa Anton on Unsplash   

Zicke 

"Feeling of a Living Room"

The perfect place to sit, relax and enjoy a cup of coffee. Located in the

heart of Karlstadt, Zicke is furnished more like a living room than a cafe. In

summers, the French windows are opened and guests can sit out in the

open air. The clientele is a colorful melange of students and intellectuals

who meet here for breakfast or an afternoon snack. The prices are very

reasonable.

 +49 211 32 4056  zicke@bistro-zicke.de  Bäckerstraße 5a, Dusseldorf

 by W. E. Jackson   

Rosie's 

"Forever Delicious"

The tag-line beneath Rosie's tattoo-esque flaming heart logo reads

"forever in love." This lovely restaurant on Adersstrasse features an

infectious buzz courtesy locals and tourists that patronize the place.

Stylish interiors open up to a weather-permitting terrace, and both spaces

are unified by a relaxed vibe. Their menu evolves daily and is subject to

seasonal availability of local produce. Wake up to global flavors with their

breakfast specialties that offer platters from across Europe. Classic and

contemporary versions of croissants, waffles, pancakes and sandwiches

complement an array of New World wines and spirits. Their screens

broadcast live sporting action that bring in throngs of football enthusiasts.

 +49 211 876 6666  www.xn--rosies-dsseldorf-

qzb.de/

 info@rosies.de  Adersstraße 21, Dusseldorf

 by Nisa Yeh   

Cafe Florian 

"A Lovely Cafe"

After your shopping spree on Pempelfort's main street, you certainly need

to replenish yourself. And, Cafe Florian is right there ready to serve you

with style and smile. This simple yet elegant cafe features an extensive

menu; from a lavish breakfast spread to a sumptuous dinner, patrons can

gorge on exquisite dishes. Spaghetti mit Crevetten, Roastbeef-Zucchini-

Spieße, Nudelauflauf and many other dishes await you at Cafe Florian.

And, if weather permits, you can enjoy your meal on its beautiful terrace.

It also offers catering services for your private events and celebrations.

For more details, check website or call ahead.

 +49 211 49 8980  www.gastronomie-

mansour.de/cafe-florian/

 info@gastronomie-

mansour.de

 Nordstrasse 56, Dusseldorf
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 by Ralf Skirr on Unsplash   

Café Knülle 

"A Must for Breakfast Addicts"

Café Knülle offers a seemingly inexhaustible selection of breakfast

goodies. These include baguette, muesli, eggs in every conceivable form

and the highly recommended café au lait. An eclectic range of music is

played (jazz, funk, soul etc.) and the prices are very reasonable, making

this place well worth a visit. As the saying goes, once a Knülle customer,

always a Knülle customer!

 +49 211 31 8443  Oberbilker Allee 24, Dusseldorf

 by Mohamed Ahsan on 

Unsplash   

Ab der Fisch 

"Cosy Bar with a Colourful Clientele"

The interior is pleasantly furnished with leather sofas, comfy chairs,

carved wooden tables and works of art on the walls. However, the

skeleton's hand which protrudes from a cardboard box on top of bar may

raise a few eyebrows, although this should not be enough to stop visitors

popping in for a coffee or a bite to eat. The breakfast menu is extremely

good, as is the choice of dishes for lunch and dinner. A selection of

newspapers and magazines are available for those who want to catch up

on events.

 +49 211 48 2588  Moltkestraße 124, Dusseldorf
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